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1: www.enganchecubano.com: 7 habits of highly effective managers
The 7 Habits for Managers is built on the framework of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People. Each Habit has been
uniquely retooled to focus on managing oneself and leading others. Each Habit has been uniquely retooled to focus on
managing oneself and leading others.

Getting buy-in from senior managers? Working with uncooperative supervisors? How about proving the value
of your program? Whatever it is, one thing is clear: But the best managers know that safety is more than rules
and regulations or getting workers to abide by them. And about motivating them to do what they need to do.
Reinforce good behavior â€” Praising people is more effective than punishing them. So, praise employees
verbally whenever you see them following safety procedures. Also, try to get senior managers to do the same
thing and to reward employees for doing a good job. Recognition from them goes a long way. Lead by
example â€” Employees often take their cue from you. In other words, your actions set precedence for others
to follow. Also, adhere to safety protocols at all timesâ€”even when no one is watching. Respond quickly to
issues â€” To be effective, you need to react to issues wherever and whenever they occur. If an employee fails
to adhere to a safety regulation, you need to respond quickly and assertively. And you need to do it without
compromising. Failing to do so erodes employees trust in you and the program. More important, it breeds a
lax safety culture. Take a proactive approach â€” Work on continuously to anticipate problems, especially in
the area of hidden employee behaviors. You can then eliminate the risk factors before accidents occur. So,
hold regular proactive consultations with employeesâ€”vital and critical resources. Also, host informal
meetings to talk about high-risk areas, safety reports, proposed changes to procedures, and so on. Work on
continuous improvement â€” Focus on continuously improving and simplifying safety. Doing one thing daily
drives big improvements long-term. Also, keep an eye on new hires. They tend to have more accidents than
experienced workers. And simplify rules to make them easier to follow. It also helps assure they get done.
Openness stops rumors from starting and builds trust. Workers have great interest in their environments, so
give them as much of the facts as you can when conducting health or safety business in their areas.
Communicate â€” Maintaining good communications with workers is critical. So, stay in touch with them and
talk with them often. Walk the floor regularly. They can provide valuable input into safety rules thanks to their
knowledge the workplace. Implementing these seven habits will boost your impact as a safety leader. So, work
on putting them into practice whenever and wherever you can.
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2: 7 Habits of Highly Effective Safety Managers | Initiafy
His international bestseller, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People Â®, was named one of the 10 most influential
management books ever by Forbes magazine. It is the bestselling audio book in history.

Covey, the author of the book 7 habits of highly successful people. In the best-selling book, Stephen R. Covey
explains several things and highlights the importance of adopting good habits and what makes people
successful. The trucking landscape is shifting rapidly, and fleet managers need to stay on top of everything to
really make a difference. To help all the hard-working fleet managers, we share 7 habits in this blog post that
can help fleet managers improve their efficiency and get better results. They Embrace Technology Embracing
technology has become all the more important now. The ELD mandate is just around the corner, and it is
important for fleet managers to be fully prepared for it. However, if a fleet manager is not welcoming to new
technology, he or she will have a harder time adjusting to this new evolving trucking industry. Highly
effective fleet managers not only accept change but they also embrace technologies and cherish whatever new
challenges come with it. Such fleet managers are the perfect people for their jobs â€” especially as fleet
management solutions and electronic logging devices become the new norm. They Focus on Safety Safety is
important for everyone: Highly effective fleet managers understand the importance of safety for a fleet.
Therefore, they make sure that the safety of their fleet is always the number one priority. Commercial drivers
suffer from countless distractions on the road. It then becomes the job of the fleet managers to make it as easy
and simple as possible for the driver to do their jobs. Investing in technologies, such as driver-behavior
monitoring and e-logging solutions, might seem like unnecessary expenditures, but highly effective fleet
managers have the ability to foresee the bigger picture and, therefore, their importance. They Simplify Vehicle
Maintenance Vehicle maintenance can be tedious and time-consuming, but it is a necessary thing to do and
that, too, on a regular basis. Highly effective fleet managers simplify vehicle maintenance and make them as
easy and manageable as possible. There are many cloud-based fleet management software which can help
simplify the entire vehicle maintenance process. Furthermore, electronic logging devices also have vehicle
diagnostic features that can help automate inspections and fault-code detections. Effective communication
means multiple things: Drivers fully understand what your expectations are. Your customers and clients are
always updated. Ensuring a working environment where drivers and other staff members can openly
communicate if something is bothering them. They Never Coerce Drivers This is perhaps the most important
thing that makes a fleet manager truly effective. So many fleet managers force their drivers into HOS
violations, which makes drivers unhappy, compromises the safety of the fleet, and damages the driver
retention rate of the company. Electronic logging devices provide incredibly useful data and insights that
smart fleet managers can utilize. For instance, fleet managers can regularly monitor the performances of their
drivers and identify drivers with bad driving habits, e. These dangerous driving behaviors are a safety risk and
should be eliminated as soon as possible. By looking into ELD data, fleet managers can identify which drivers
need to be coached. Similarly, smart and effective fleet managers can save their companies thousands of
dollars every month by identifying drivers who idle for too long or too frequently. You see, every fleet
manager is pretty much performing the same tasks in different companies. However, by utilizing ELD data
and saving your company thousands of dollars every month, you can stand out from the other. They Work
Smartly Last, but not the least, highly effective fleet managers understand the true importance of working
smartly. They value their time and efforts and, therefore, do not always use traditional or outdated methods to
finish a task. And in doing so, they save their own time as well as save valuable company resources. For
instance, IFTA calculation is a tedious and time-consuming task that takes dozens of hours at least four times
a year. In other words, it is ineffective. Smart and highly effective fleet managers do not manually go through
each receipt to calculate IFTA reports. Instead, they use automated software to calculate IFTA reports with
just a few clicks. It hardly takes more than a minute, which allows them to save their time and focus on other
important stuff. Conclusion Nowadays, everything you need to be a highly effective fleet manager is available
to you. The way you choose to use it makes the ultimate difference. KeepTruckin ELDs have incredibly useful
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features that simplify fleet management. Give us a call at ELOG. You can also send us an email at support
keeptruckin. Visited times, 1 visits today.
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3: 7 Habits of Highly Effective People
The 7 Habits for Managers: Managing Yourself, Leading Others, Unleashing Potential (Franklin Covey Box Set,
Includes: 1 Audio CD, 1 CD-Rom E-Tools, 1 Managing Essentials Guidebook, 1 Work Matters 7 Habits Maximizer, and
Spiral Guidebook "Managing Yourself, Leading Others, Unleashing Potential").

Covey presented a framework for personal effectiveness. The following is a summary of the first part of his
book, concluding with a list of the seven habits. Covey reviewed years of literature on success. In some cases
such tactical advice may have been effective, but only for immediate issues and not for the long-term,
underlying ones. The success literature of the last half of the 20th century largely attributed success to
personality traits, skills, techniques, maintaining a positive attitude, etc. This philosophy can be referred to as
the Personality Ethic. However, during the years or so that preceded that period, the literature on success was
more character oriented. It emphasized the deeper principles and foundations of success. This philosophy is
known as the Character Ethic, under which success is attributed more to underlying characteristics such as
integrity, courage, justice, patience, etc. The elements of the Character Ethic are primary traits while those of
the Personality Ethic are secondary. While secondary traits may help one to play the game to succeed in some
specific circumstances, for long-term success both are necessary. Ralph Waldo Emerson once said, "What you
are shouts so loudly in my ears I cannot hear what you say. Suppose you are in Chicago and are using a map to
find a particular destination in the city. You may have excellent secondary skills in map reading and
navigation, but will never find your destination if you are using a map of Detroit. In this example, getting the
right map is a necessary primary element before your secondary skills can be used effectively. The problem
with relying on the Personality Ethic is that unless the basic underlying paradigms are right, simply changing
outward behavior is not effective. We see the world based on our perspective, which can have a dramatic
impact on the way we perceive things. For example, many experiments have been conducted in which two
groups of people are shown two different drawings. One group is shown, for instance, a drawing of a young,
beautiful woman and the other group is shown a drawing of an old, frail woman. After the initial exposure to
the pictures, both groups are shown one picture of a more abstract drawing. This drawing actually contains the
elements of both the young and the old woman. Almost invariably, everybody in the group that was first
shown the young woman sees a young woman in the abstract drawing, and those who were shown the old
woman see an old woman. Each group was convinced that it had objectively evaluated the drawing. The point
is that we see things not as they are, but as we are conditioned to see them. Once we understand the
importance of our past conditioning, we can experience a paradigm shift in the way we see things. To make
large changes in our lives, we must work on the basic paradigms through which we see the world. The
Character Ethic assumes that there are some absolute principles that exist in all human beings. Some examples
of such principles are fairness, honesty, integrity, human dignity, quality, potential, and growth. Principles
contrast with practices in that practices are for specific situations whereas principles have universal
application. The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People presents an "inside-out" approach to effectiveness
that is centered on principles and character. Inside-out means that the change starts within oneself. For many
people, this approach represents a paradigm shift away from the Personality Ethic and toward the Character
Ethic. The Seven Habits - An Overview Our character is a collection of our habits, and habits have a powerful
role in our lives. Habits consist of knowledge, skill, and desire. Knowledge allows us to know what to do, skill
gives us the ability to know how to do it, and desire is the motivation to do it. The Seven Habits move us
through the following stages: Much of the success literature today tends to value independence, encouraging
people to become liberated and do their own thing. The reality is that we are interdependent, and the
independent model is not optimal for use in an interdependent environment that requires leaders and team
players. To make the choice to become interdependent, one first must be independent, since dependent people
have not yet developed the character for interdependence. Therefore, the first three habits focus on
self-mastery, that is, achieving the private victories required to move from dependence to independence. The
first three habits are: Be Proactive Habit 2: Begin with the End in Mind Habit 3: Put First Things First Habits
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4, 5, and 6 then address interdependence: Covey illustrates this point with the fable of the goose and the
golden egg. He also became greedy and figured that the goose must have many golden eggs within her. In
order to obtain all of the eggs immediately, he killed the goose. Upon cutting it open he discovered that it was
not full of golden eggs. The lesson is that if one attempts to maximize immediate production with no regard to
the production capability, the capability will be lost. Effectiveness is a function of both production and the
capacity to produce. The need for balance between production and production capability applies to physical,
financial, and human assets. As a result of the increased output, this person may be rewarded with a
promotion. However, the increased immediate output comes at the expense of future production since more
maintenance will have to be performed on the machine later. The person who inherits the mess may even be
blamed for the inevitable downtime and high maintenance expense. Customer loyalty also is an asset to which
the production and production capability balance applies. A restaurant may have a reputation for serving great
food, but the owner may decide to cut costs and lower the quality of the food. This does not mean that only
production capacity is important. If one builds capacity but never uses it, there will be no production. There is
a balance between building production capacity and actually producing. The above has been an introduction
and overview of the 7 Habits. Be Proactive A unique ability that sets humans apart from animals is
self-awareness and the ability to choose how we respond to any stimulus. While conditioning can have a
strong impact on our lives, we are not determined by it. There are three widely accepted theories of
determinism: Genetic determinism says that our nature is coded into our DNA, and that our personality traits
are inherited from our grandparents. Psychic determinism says that our upbringing determines our personal
tendencies, and that emotional pain that we felt at a young age is remembered and affects the way we behave
today. Environmental determinism states that factors in our present environment are responsible for our
situation, such as relatives, the national economy, etc. These theories of determinism each assume a model in
which the stimulus determines the response. Viktor Frankl was a Jewish psychiatrist who survived the death
camps of Nazi Germany. While in the death camps, Frankl realized that he alone had the power to determine
his response to the horror of the situation. He exercised the only freedom he had in that environment by
envisioning himself teaching students after his release. He became an inspiration for others around him. He
realized that in the middle of the stimulus-response model, humans have the freedom to choose. Animals do
not have this independent will. They respond to a stimulus like a computer responds to its program. They are
not aware of their programming and do not have the ability to change it. The model of determinism was
developed based on experiments with animals and neurotic people. Such a model neglects our ability to
choose how we will respond to stimuli. We can choose to be reactive to our environment. For example, if the
weather is good, we will be happy. If the weather is bad, we will be unhappy. We also can choose to be
proactive and not let our situation determine how we will feel. Reactive behavior can be a self-fulfilling
prophecy. By accepting that there is nothing we can do about our situation, we in fact become passive and do
nothing. The first habit of highly effective people is proactivity. Proactive people are driven by values that are
independent of the weather or how people treat them. Gandhi said, "They cannot take away our self respect if
we do not give it to them. We can choose to use difficult situations to build our character and develop the
ability to better handle such situations in the future. Proactive people use their resourcefulness and initiative to
find solutions rather than just reporting problems and waiting for other people to solve them. Being proactive
means assessing the situation and developing a positive response for it. Organizations can be proactive rather
than be at the mercy of their environment. For example, a company operating in an industry that is
experiencing a downturn can develop a plan to cut costs and actually use the downturn to increase market
share. Once we decide to be proactive, exactly where we focus our efforts becomes important. There are many
concerns in our lives, but we do not always have control over them. One can draw a circle that represents areas
of concern, and a smaller circle within the first that represents areas of control. Proactive people focus their
efforts on the things over which they have influence, and in the process often expand their area of influence.
Reactive people often focus their efforts on areas of concern over which they have no control. Their
complaining and negative energy tend to shrink their circle of influence. In our area of concern, we may have
direct control, indirect control, or no control at all. We have direct control over problems caused by our own
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behavior.
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4: 7 Habits of Highly Effective PeopleÂ® for Managers - Government Training Agency
While the highly effective habits of good managers tend be overlooked, the traits of bad managers are engraved in our
memories. Here are 7 habits of the highly effective you can incorporate into your workplace.

To this end we have drawn up a list of seven critical habits that the most effective sales managers have
developed and practice. Those seven habits are: Hiring, Developing and Retaining the Best People 3. Knowing
the Numbers and Planning Backwards 5. Driving Incremental Gains in Quality and Quantity. You should
know where you want to get to in terms of results on a team, individual and your own personal level and make
sure everything you do explicitly contributes towards moving yourself and the sales team towards your
collective strategic goals. For instance, if your team gets an urgent request for a report on an area of the
portfolio or the marketplace where sales are underperforming, you should aim to make sure that you and the
team learn from the analysis of the problem and build a solution back into your sales strategy, ensuring that it
also helps improve the overall sales performance. Whether a task is considered urgent or not is down to
individual outlook and mindfulness at the moment. That goes for the tasks you set your team as well as the
tasks you face yourself. Hiring, Developing and Retaining the Best People Make sure you get, develop and
keep the best people available. Set the recruitment criteria in terms of skills, attitude, behaviours, experience
and results then do everything you can to find, attract and keep people who fit the criteria. Be objective with
your assessment and also trust your instincts. If something is not right about the person you are considering,
understand what it is and the potential impact it could have, if it turns out to be a real problem. Avoid being
insecure about this or taking it personally. Knowing When to Manage, Coach and Lead â€” and Creating
Leaders In a sales management role it is vital to put formal sales performance reviews in place and provide
coaching sessions for all members of the team at least once every weeks and more often where needed. The
reviews should objectively assess progress in terms of skills, behaviours, attitude, experience and results. The
reviews should formally record: Recognition of areas of strength, progress from the last session and areas that
still need a focus; Agreed improvement goals and enabling actions that will enable the required quantitative
and qualitative standards of performance to be reached within a specific timescale. For instance, if someone in
the team is great at creating qualified leads but not good at following up and closing, the sales manager should
seek to understand why this is the case. It could be they are not following a defined process, they have not
been trained effectively, they are not organising themselves effectively, have too much to do, or are not
consistently applying the techniques and skills they have been trained in. If techniques or skills are the issue,
they need to be trained and coached to improve. Current performance levels as measured against an objective
qualitative assessment framework and quantitative measures. Areas where performance needs to be improved,
why and in what timescales. Specific actions that need to be taken and timescales to affect change and
improvements in performance. Just like in selling, carefully framed questions are a really powerful tool for
influencing perceptions, intentions and actions. Its far more powerful to influence through coaching, rather
than giving direction and telling people what to do. Show belief and confidence in your people and coach
them well and they will reward you with new levels of improved performance and a wider contribution to the
development of the performance of the whole team. She then calculates backwards to identify that her team
needs to close of the leads before the end of Q3. Hence, she knows that by the first quarter her team has to
create 5 x i. So she plans with her team how to: Create more than the required number of leads in the first
quarter; Improve the average conversion ratio to better than 5: Hence as a sales manager, she has planned
backwards from the sales goals to create urgency and focus from the beginning, rather than starting with
current performance and building a list of improvement activities that make logical sense but may or may not
get her team to deliver its goals Habit 5: Driving Incremental Gains in Quality and Quantity Targeting
improvements in quality as well as quantity is crucial. Hence any strategic initiatives that can improve the
quality of the sales conversations the people are having with prospects in order to create, qualify and close
leads is very important. If a small incremental qualitative gain in every interaction with the customer e.
Forming Trusted and Valuable Relationships with Your Key Stakeholders To be an effective sales manager,
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the relationships you develop will determine your success. You must take a proactively collaborative approach
to building relationships with all of your key stakeholders. You should sell the mutual benefits to them of your
plans for your marketplace and your plans for your team. Proactivity is crucial if you are to develop influential
allies who will support you when you need help. Being a Champion and Developing Champions As a sales
manager, the respect and goodwill you obtain from your team will make a huge difference to your overall
performance. As a leader and manager you have to fight for them and they will fight for you. You need to be
authentic and make every effort to recognise the commitment and improvements they deliver in terms of
process, skills, behaviours and results and become a champion for their cause. If you recognise them for their
achievement, they will become your champions too. Remember, if your people have genuine problems outside
of their own control that cause barriers to delivering the numbers, show empathy and support them in
whatever practical ways you and the rest of the team can. This is the same with customers who are loyal to
you and bring opportunities to you and your team. This involves qualities such as: How Sterling Chase can
help you and your organisation Sterling Chase delivers tailored sales management development training,
coaching and consulting solutions that enable sales managers and sales leaders to become truly great at what
they do. If you want to know more about what we can do for you or your sales leadership and sales
management teams, just fill out the form below and one of our senior practitioners will contact you for a free
consultation Name.
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5: The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Managersâ„¢
What Are the Seven Habits of Highly Effective Managers? The diagram below from Dr. Steven Covey's bestselling
business book, "the Seven Habits of Effective People," was the "roadmap" for the order in which the habits were
presented.

Written by Elizabeth The September 4, The act of managing people involves working to optimize the
performance brought by team members and ensuring they are tracking towards your company goals. Within
the habits he highlight are the values of proactivity, using empathetic listening to truly understand others,
synergizing through teamwork, and continuous improvement. Here are the habits of people managers who
make an effective impact on the people they manage. Make sure that your workplace is an open and
comfortable environment for conversation. In your communication with your team, give your people the
information they need to succeed by being open, honest, and transparent about what is happening within your
organization. Share the strategy, the goals, and the vision for where the company is heading to show your
people that they have an important role within the grand scheme of things. Master the art of active and
empathetic listening. When employees come to management with their questions and concerns, it is crucial for
managers to hear them out and address what they have shared. In feeling like they have a voice that is heard
and respected, your people will feel empowered. Exchange feedback regularly In addition to providing
constructive feedback to their employees for their continued success, effective people managers continually
seek feedback to improve their own performance. If you say something, mean it. If you promise something,
deliver. Provide opportunities for growth Be a leader that commits to and champions a spirit of learning in
your work environment, sending a clear message that the growth of your people is of utmost importance and
priority to your organization. For employees to do what they do best, they need to be constantly challenged.
They will benefit and thrive from new opportunities to leverage and build upon their existing skills and to add
additional skills to their toolkit. As a leader, provide your people with new learning and development
opportunities. When managers support their people to get even better at what they do best, they are helping
them help your company. Create a network of support In order for employees to feel empowered to do their
best, they need to feel that they have the support and encouragement of their leadership and their team.
Effective people managers are willing to try new ways of thinking and experiment with new ways of doing
things. Build an environment in which they feel safe and supported in risk-taking and support your people,
even when and especially when things do not go according to plan. Effective management also requires
engaging other team members and encouraging them to work together towards their shared goals. Sharing
information and inviting others to participate in collaboration establishes trust and a common sense of purpose
within a team. When managers let their people know their impact, they ascribe meaning to the work they do.
In promoting their accomplishments within their team, they encourage momentum for further achievement. In
performance-driven workplaces, expressing gratitude is often overlooked. Thanking employees for their hard
work lets them know they are appreciated and valued. People want to gravitate to leaders who will guide them
to success. Leaders that dedicate time to providing professional guidance can help their people remain
connected to their job purpose, performance measures, and fulfilling the organizational mission. Successful
managers provide their teams with the encouragement, tools, and resources they need to not only do but excel
at their work. Thinking ahead to the future In an ever-changing workplace that is increasingly being impacted
by technology and global markets, positioning oneself for the future is critical for the success of the company
and the team. Effective people managers position themselves for what lies ahead by staying on top of their
industry through reading periodicals, attending conferences, and networking. From there, they seek
opportunities to share what they learn with their team members and incorporate new methods into their work
processes. Support your people in doing what they do best and encourage them every step of the
wayâ€”making these actions habitual shows that your management is committed to their people, and that
reflects back positively on your organization.
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6: The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Knowledge Managers | Joe The IT Guy
7 Good Habits of Highly Effective People Managers Written by Elizabeth The September 4, The act of managing people
involves working to optimize the performance brought by team members and ensuring they are tracking towards your
company goals.

Software asset management SAM is an underused IT management discipline that should be employed by IT
departments to manage, control, and protect their software assets at an enterprise level. Done well, SAM will
not only reduce the risks of compliance exposure, it will also save your organization time and money on
maintaining its software estate as part of the overall IT service delivery ecosystem. For instance, are company
PCs locked down or does everyone and anyone have local admin rights â€” and therefore the ability to
download and install software at will? Start at the Beginning What a crazy place to start, huh? Hopefully you
know what I mean by this. Start with baby steps but make those first steps meaningful and high impacting.
Still not sure where to start? Check your software renewals and audit schedules, and start there. As a result,
you will either be in a better negotiating position or mitigate risk. And by prioritizing the most urgent
situations you can demonstrate clear, tangible value. Every organization will have different requirements of a
SAM policy, but things that should always be covered include: The purpose of the policy â€” what it is and
what it will be used for. Scope â€” which environments are covered? The live environment only? Test and
development as well? What about disaster recovery DR requirements? It needs to be defined, easy, and
traceable. Installation guidelines â€” a major point of control and the opportunity to keep software licensing in
line with vendor directives. Where to go for help, and further information. For example, working with: Your
IT service desk to ensure that all software requests are processed centrally via a defined request fulfilment
process. InfoSec personnel â€” align policy details and installation guidelines with information security needs.
Change management to ensure any licensing requirements are understood and reviewed appropriately. Release
management personnel, as they can help you ensure that software is installed via a central, authorized, safe
source such as a definitive media library DML. Configuration management staff so that you can get relevant
information from the configuration management database CMDB. If your SAM database and CMDB are
separate databases, then you will also need to establish a process for sharing information such that you can
ensure that the relationship between licensed software and the hardware it is installed on remains correct and
up to date. Understand the Complexity of Software Licenses One of the biggest challenges facing software
asset managers is the sheer complexity of software licenses and then proof of license. Proof of license could be
any of the following: Receipts and invoices The master copy of the software itself on the master media
Distribution copies of software on the freestanding media or servers Installed operational instances of the
software Software pass codes or license keys; either electronic or paper-based Software maintenance
authorization codes Software license certificates or other proof of licenses Terms and conditions of licenses
Support contracts.
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7: The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Telemarketing Managers
Users of fleet management systems can make a big difference in their operations with the implementation of new
technology and best practices. Alternative fuels, once seen as a long shot, may actually be within reach and
cost-effective for your fleet.

Covey is nothing short of iconic and is a staple on bookshelves of leaders everywhere. There are lessons to be
learned by anyone that chooses to pick up the book. I was recently thinking about this book and wondered
how I would change the lessons if I was making the list specifically geared towards managers that work in
telemarketing services. Below is my attempt to do just that. This is just too important and too foundational to
change. However, we can work to define it, and I did add the second part. What does being proactive in
telemarketing services mean? This industry is changing by the moment. Analyze threats and try to cut them
off at the pass. I have seen and worked with a lot of call centers in my career. I have seen a lot of call centers
thrive, and I have seen a lot of call centers go out of business. The difference in the ones that thrive and those
that fail usually comes down to their ability to foresee issues and adapt accordingly. It is easy to live in a
reactive state in the telemarketing services industry if that is where you choose to live. This can apply to
regulations and compliance, competition, workforce challenges, and the list goes on. The examples that I just
mentioned were at the industry and business level. However, where I see complacency start to grow roots most
frequently is at the program level. It usually occurs in long running campaigns that have roughly similar
performance month in and month out. One way that we at Quality Contact Solutions try to promote
proactiveness and new ideas is something that we call our HUG program. Essentially this inspires the
brainstorming of ideas to ensure that we have a steady flow of new ideas that can help our programs continue
to thrive and increase performance. Set Good Goals for Teleservices Success The telemarketing services
industry is unique and like no other. It happens, and more than you would think. None that are stated. I am
very passionate about goals. Not to have them is completely asinine. Competition against personal bests,
against the person sitting next to you, against that other call center that you are competing against. People
more engaged when they have a goal to strive for. And, hitting goals are fun. Every day is an opportunity in a
call center to have a fun game built around hitting different goals. Every person within an organization should
have personal goals. Every team should have team goals. Every person should have daily goals, weekly goals,
monthly goals, etc. Every team should be the same way. And hitting goals should be celebrated, because
hitting a goal deserves to be celebrated. The only caution flag here is that a goal and a good goal are two
different things. If you give a little extra, perform a little better, you can hit that goal. The other side of the
coin, which is too common, is having goals that are unrealistic. Unrealistic goals are demotivating. A good
way to balance these two issues is to set a goal and a super goal. The super goal still needs to be attainable but
should be even more of a stretch than the base goal. Have a Routine and Be Consistent for Maximum
Teleservices Success This is important in almost any industry, but I feel even more so in the telemarketing
services industry due to the day to day volatility that has already been covered. Every team needs to be
comprised of members that everyone can count on. Being a manager that everyone can count on is invaluable.
Being someone that is always there and is present. Consistency is important and the best way to achieve that is
to have a routine. Everyone on our Leadership Team has a word for the upcoming year. Be present and in the
moment. Be someone that can be counted on. We operate in a very fast-paced environment. I have seen a lot
of very smart people not make it in this industry because of the breakneck pace in which things move. I used
to have a coach that would always be yelling at the team to have a sense of urgency. It always stuck with me
and I adopted it as my own. The thing with urgency sometimes though is that you can have too much of it. It
can be a bad thing if unchecked. A common example is starting a new campaign and if not immediately
getting the desired results, changing everything. The script, the offers, the agents, and so on. Urgency
unchecked can create chaos and do more harm than good. You must allow something to succeed or fail, so
patience is important too. Then change one thing at a time and measure it. This is also common when a
manager is dealing with certain clients. Utilizing Intelligent Urgency is much like walking a tightrope. On the
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one hand blind urgency is essentially jumping without looking. On the other hand, you can have paralysis by
analysis which can stagnate action and create complacency. That is dangerous as well. If you have hired the
right people, then trust and delegation should not be an issue. Can you imagine training a telemarketing
campaign and never listening to any calls? That would be crazy right? That is certainly a prevalent example
that I use for a reason, but it applies in many other aspects as well. There are a lot of moving parts in an
outsourced call center. To be an effective manager in this industry you must first hire the right people that you
can trust and that you can count on. You must train them effectively, point them in the right direction and trust
them to do their job. But that only works with maintenance, tweaking, and coaching over time. Hire the right
people, train them right, point them in the right direction, and trust them. Have a process to inspect what you
expect. Communicate, Communicate, Communicate There is such a thing as overcommunication. However, I
would rather have someone that overcommunicates and I coach them on how to scale that back to be more
effective than the other way around. Now, this is another example of a habit that is important in any industry,
but this industry revolves around communication! I have seen a lot of great managers in this industry over the
years. Some people prefer to live on an island. I have already mentioned the breakneck pace and the multitude
of moving parts. How is a team to navigate that minefield without strong communication? You ever witness
an email chain going back and forth, about 10 emails longer than it should? That would be my advice. The
phone is, primarily, the major tool that is used to accomplish what we do in this industry. Invest in Yourself
and Have Balance There are two parts to this, but they go hand in hand. We all get better as we grow.
Sometimes this is in additional training or education. Motivational seminars or conferences. Skill building and
hobbies outside of work. And read, read, read. Anything you can do to invest in yourself to continue your own
personal growth is more important than I can convey. Along with that comes balance. On more than one
occasion in this article I have mentioned the pace and moving parts associated with this industry. It is stressful
and requires commitment. To be at your best you need to have balance. Try to spend a few days on a beach
every now and again, and make enough room for family and friends. Most people that are familiar with Covey
are probably familiar that he wrote a follow up book to The 7 Habit of Highly Effective People. That book was
The Eighth Habit: From Effectiveness to Greatness. I figured that gave me the leeway to include one final
habit of my own.
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8: The 7 Habits of Highly-Effective Software Asset Managers | Joe The IT Guy
7 Habits of Highly Effective Fleet Managers (Part 1) There are a number of habits that can make for highly effective fleet
managers. These best practices, when applied appropriately, can really make a difference in your company's bottom line
and the overall safety of your workforce.

If you have an ITSM toolset, then fantastic! Chances are that you already have a knowledge management
module or capability that can be used to add some structure to your knowledge management process. For
example, a company intranet or a dedicated folder in a network share. With this in mind, recognize that getting
started is not the time to attempt to reinvent the wheel. One potential quick win is to speak to the most visible
super heroes in your IT department, the IT service desk. They see everything, hear everything, and talk to
everyone so chances are that they may already have something in place no matter how basic or informal. You
can read more about using the knowledge within your service desk here. Start with the basics, for instance:
What information should you be capturing at first line? Third line, before escalating further? Are there any
fixes or tweaks to settings you could do over the phone to avoid an unnecessary escalation? Is it something
supported by an external supplier? Do you have their contact details? Are there any known bugs or scheduled
patches? Look at Complexity Still not inspired? How about gathering knowledge on your most complicated
application? The one where only a couple of people might know how to fix it? It sounds daunting I know â€”
but the more you know, the less scary it will hopefully be to support. There are always some niche tricks to
combat the complexity, so ask your experts for shadowing or mentoring opportunities. One way of doing this
is to use the shift-left principle â€” empowering those in the next tech-support level down from you to drive
efficiency. For instance, if you work on the service desk, then invite the second-line support people to your
team meetings once a month to share additional troubleshooting tips. The first-line support people get to add
to their skillset and second-line support are freed up to concentrate on the more complex issues â€” so
everyone wins! How do you do that, I hear you asking? IT teams need to be motivated to share knowledge, be
it via performance reviews, gamification, or internal reward schemes such as employee of the month awards.
Where possible, knowledge management should be embedded within operational processes. For instance,
recording what the fix was in the case of an incident or updating the known error database with root cause
information. Some of the top benefits you should be communicating include: Faster response times for
incidents and requests. And thus, the focus can be back where it belongs, restoring service quickly with as
little adverse business impact as possible. Continual service improvement CSI. Keep improving and keep
moving forward. Never stop and never, ever give up. Knowledge management drives CSI because by
gathering data, and working with your teams to share what they know, you get a view of strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Having knowledge management capabilities can give you the structure
to organize these findings into a register, or plan, so they can be captured and actioned. What are your top tips
for being a highly effective knowledge manager? Please let me know in the comments! Want to know even
more? Then a webinar by Aprill Allen, aka knowledgebird , can be watched here.
9: BEST 7 Habits of Highly Effective People PDF Summary - Stephen Covey
Developing the Seven Habits of Highly Successful Sales Managers Great habits come from learning and practice. With
a commitment to developing these habits, they will quickly start to drive behaviours that ultimately become part become
embedded in your sales management 'DNA'.
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